RFP 434306-GMO New Web Collaboration
Portal for FORO

IAEA Clarifications
Dated 01-12-2020

CLARIFICATIONS
1. Which Liferay products are you currently using (e.g. Portal, DXP, CE, etc.)?
IAEA Answer: Liferay 6.1.1 CE GA2

2. Because we would propose another system and you have been clear such a system
would need to demonstrate cost benefits, can you please share with us the "lights on"
costs of the current platform (that's hosting, maintenance and licensing, if applicable)?
IAEA Answer: Unfortunately, the IAEA procurement rules do not allow the sharing of
commercial information regarding other bidders, past and present.

3. There is a clause about "corrective maintenance" being free for 2 years - can you

please explain what is meant by "corrective maintenance"?
IAEA Answer: Corrective maintenance it is related to any bugs found it the system

post User Acceptance Testing. There are always chances of this happening, as the endusers start using the system. However these bugs should align to the existing system
requirements”.

4. Our suggested system will be based on PHP language Frameworks. Herby, would this

be accepted from your side to replace your existed system which is based on Liferay
framework?
IAEA Answer: Bidders must submit responses with the details of their chosen system which
they believe best meets the Statement of Work and specified requirements.

5. We need the schema of the old MySQL database to determine if can we upgrade the
existing DB structure or we have to build new DB structure.
IAEA Answer: Considering the confidentiality of system information and its corresponding
data structures, the IAEA would not be in a position to disclose the schema of the existing
MySQL database.
It should be noted that the scope for development of new system or the system upgrade as
outlined in the scope in the SoW document might implicitly include changes in the database
schema.
Hence it is recommended to provide feasible options for the upgrade of the system with due
consideration of changes needed in the database schema.

6. Do you have existing Oracle DB system that we must connect to, or you need to
connect to Oracle DB in future if needed?
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IAEA Answer: No need to connect to an Oracle DB

7. For requirements number 1.7 and 1.36 will you provide the video
streaming/conferencing/e-learning systems to be integrated with your new tool or we
should work on external servers or third party servers to provide you these features or
you want ne on premise servers to provide you such services?
IAEA Answer: For requirement #1.36, only a proposal is expected for the video
streaming/conferencing/e-Learning system. Kindly provide possible options with and without
procurement of these services from third party vendors or indigenous development with
corresponding pros and cons, and its integration into the proposed new tool. As mentioned in
requirement #1.7, the implication of integration of these tools in terms of resources will be
assessed with the proposal.

8. Would the users registration ability be open to any visitor of the web site or for only
the organization members?

IAEA Answer: The user registration system would be open to organisational users as well
external users.

9. We need to know payment terms in details as it would be 9 months project period at
least. Which is not reasonable to pay us only after accepting the system after all this
work … it should be based on task payment or milestone payment … would there be
advanced payment or installments?
IAEA Answer: A payment schedule shall be proposed by the Bidder for the IAEA’s
consideration. All payments shall be linked to major milestones or deliverables under the
contract.

---------------------------------------------------
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